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Pre CP

This publication lists and describes diagnostic rending

sts available from Americ test publishers. Critical

by ,flitside experts have also been included and supplemented by

the compiler's comments. The external reviews have bee- abstract-

ed from The Mental Measurements Yearbooks, edited by O.K. burrs,

and are cited by Yearbook edition and entry number so that fur-

study of the reviews may be made. For example, MM' :929

refers to ent

book.

number 829 in The Sixth Mental Meacuremen_

Attention is clso called to the introductory material which

intended to serve two purposes: outline some considera-

tions to be followed in selecting diagnostic tests and (2) to pro-

vide background for the understanding; of technical information pro-

vided in test manuals and reviews.

It is hoped that all who use this bibliography will find it

helpful in selecting tests which may provide useful clues to im-

proving reading instruction.

This publication and three subsequent revisions (March 1968,

September 1968 and March 1970) were prepared by Priscilla Hay-

ward Crago of the Bureau of Pupil Testing and Advisory Services,
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Introducti

teacbc rs arc fu iliar with survey reading tests which they

regularly administer to their ntire classroom. From such tests they

learn where their class as a whole and where individual students w th-

in the class stand relative to some outside criterion. The outside

criterion, a set of norms, most commonly expressed as percentile

ranks or grade-equivalents based on a national sample of pupils who

took the same test. In some cases the survey test may provide several

subscores, which give the teacher further insight into the cla

strengths and weaknesses. For those pupils who score low r Ale sur-

vey test, another instrument Ls needed to pinpoint_ with greater pre-

cision the hatUre of the problems that are contributing to the over-

all low score so that remedial instruction can be appropriately plan-

ned and carried forth. The diagnostic reading test is designed to

fill this need.

How Do Survey Tests Differ from DiagriosticTests?

For the purpose of this bibliography, a distin between sur-

vey and diagnostic tests was made on the basis of t.7e number E sub-

scores each test yielded. Survey tests may provide only a total score,

or they may provide up to three subscores and a composite -- for a to

of four scores. Typically the three survey subscores may be vocabulary

(or word recognition), comprehension, and speed (or rate). Or the sub-

scores may be word meaning (which corresponds to vocabulary) and sen-

tence and paragraph meaning (which correspond to comprehension subscores

on other tests). Some survey tests may tap these skills by requiring the

pupil to read words and 1_ ragraphs orally, while others may require

silent reading of the test content. Survey tests fill the need for b-
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ssment of entire_ classes and for classifying pupils es

high in reading achievement.

Diagnostic tesats, on the

pupils

Mandl. are usually intended eel

have been screened first by n 'survo - mcnsuro and

iden lvd as poor readers. By breaking down reading c,.mpri.hons i e!n in-

mip nent skills and measuring each skill separately, the (lint;-

abler the teacher to concentrate re #medial efforts on tho

skills that show l.atively greater weakness in a particular child or

nnstic

group of children.

stic tests may yield four or more subscores. Subse res are

not to he confused item classifications provided by some survey

tests. Such item classifications are based on the grouping of test

questions which measure a common component. These groupings, when com-

bined with other' groups, yield a meaningful total score, but taken by

athemselves they are too small (frequency being based on only 3 to 10

1L-ms) to yield reliable subscores. Reliability is function of test

length, and theef-r- most diagnostic tests having real utility mus%

necessarily be time - consuming.

What T D a nostic Readini Tests Are Available?

Two major types of mult -CC( e reading tests have been identified.

In this bibliography the term "diagnostic" has been kept for those test

which yield scores on such reading components as rd attack, auditory

and visual discrimination, blending, vowel and consow,ot sounds, rever-

sals, and other objectives usually found in > e Ading instruction which

emphasizes the acquisition of phonics skills.

The term "work- study "" has been applied to a second category of t--

These tests yield scores on such components as skimring ability, use of
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an index, and ability to read for main idea or for factual information.

The work-study or critical reading tests emphasize the ability to just

one's teat ng approach and speed according to the type of material (f.ic-

on, ,nce ial studies, index, and dictionary), the length of the

ds, sentences, paragraphs, and extended passages), and the

purpose (to get he main idea, retain details, and make Inferences).

The sets of skill groups represented by these two types of tests may

need to be diagnosed at different periods in the pupil's school career.

The teacher in the primary grades may be concerned more with phonics

skills which emphasize word recognition and word attack abilities, whereas

the teacher of pupils who have already mastered word skills may wish to

concentrate on developing critical reading skills or skills of the work-

study type.

here Can You Find Additional Information?

Although this bibliography may help to narrow down the choice, there

are other sources of information to be consulted. The external reviews

appearing here are not given in full, but may be found in The Mental Mea-

surements Yearbooks in reading reviews it should be borne in mind that

those reviewers who are reading specialists may look primarily at the

test content, whereas tes! experts may look at the technical characteris

tics of the test, such as information on reliability, validity and norma-

tive data.

Publishers' on prov4de a further source of information. An

up -to date file of catalogs is a necessity to keep abreast of new Lest

deviqopmenls.

Finally, it is iecomm-nded that specimen

a decision. 'JJ

amined before making

content and the manuals themselves provide

*Reading test entries all yearbooks are now reproduced in one volume,
ReadingITLinca edited by O.K. Buros, the Gryphon Press, 1968.



the hest source of information .it all. And no actual nut

may yield still further matioe.

How Do You Select Dia nos-tic Tests?

criteria sire suggested as guidelines for rr..iewin

iestS:

(1) lb does the test measure the component skills, and do the

subscc res represent meaningful areas for pr vtdtog remedial

instruct

Are the subscore re Jahn! ies sufflclentlr high (above AO/

for individual use?

Are he intercorrelations among subtests sufficiently

(below .65) to warrant differen:ial diagnos

these criteria are technical ooes,

Meaningful Subscores

Q

me explanation is in

The meaningfulness of subscores can only be determined by examining

the test content directly. Some subeceres, for instance, may be so glo-

bal in nature that they do not provide much more information than the

siibscores available from a survey test.

In addition, several publishers may use the same subtest label and

yet refer to entirely different abilities. For exarno E. syllabi7atton

to some means identifying the precise point at which a word divides it:-

self into syllables, whereas to others it may mean to count_ number

of syllables or to read aloud a polysyllabic word. Vocabulary may

measured by selecting a word that matches a picture, by selecting a word

that fits a definition given orally or in writing, or y placing a word

that best fits the conte Paragraph comprehension may be moastrrf,d
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with simple factual questions or with complex questions at or above the

readability level of the paragraph on which the questions are based.

IS ore wise to look closely at the test and decide what skills the

pupil is expected to demonstrate.

Furthermore, the teacher will want to determine which components

should be diagnosed for children at different reading levels. For some

the phonics skills will he of importance, and for others the work-study

skills will be more meaningful in the particular

Subscore Reliabj.14.1=i

Reliability of score indicates the consistency or stability of

that score. No test has perfect reliability, since it is only a sam-

ple of all possible questions that could be asked. If the test con-

tained a different sample of questions, different results might be ob-

tained. The more questions llcluded the more likely one can place con-

fidence in the results. Thus the longer the idSt or subtext the mo

likely the reliability is to increase.

One statistic used for eporting the reliability of a test

subtest is the standard error of measurement. It is usually expressed

in raw score units. The chances are two out of three that an obtained

score differs from a true score within the score range defined by plus

and minus one standard error. For example, a test with a standard er-

ror of 3 means that an obtained score of 25 probably lies between 22

(25 minus 3) and 28 (25 plus 3). Average scores for groups are sub-

ject to much smaller errs rs, since the errors in individual scores tend

to compen--

hence

pat r-rrs of individuals than when dealing with mean differences in a

1

another. For this reason, higher reliability and

ller standard errors are required when interpreting subscore

group.



Aoothor reliability stol that rn r qmi t ly

the correlation eoc_ icicnt (r). It may ran from -I.0()

Irilv he computed in several ays. Someti- s the

and the scores on each half correlated with each ()the- to detF,rpne

wl I i hoth halves rank the pupils consistently in the saire

o.ting sp it-half correlation is stepped up by tie Spear

formula in orde

-r

mate the reliability of the entfr test. ("!)

Sor.eLimes the results on one form of a Lest are 1 with the

on nn at tomtomato form to indicate that the two samples 1 cicietion!!-

a-e measuring in the same domntn. (3) The Lest-retes uthod of

mating reliability d errnln

are stable over time. (4)

Richardson f

who he st s' sc-- on t tip

other methods, such as the Kudet-

ulas, depend upon internal measures of cons -ncy.

half and Kuder-EAchardson coefficients, being based en internal measure

from only one test administration, tend to be high and should not be tip-

plied to speeded tests. Alternate -form and test - retest coefficients 1,?rid

to underestimate the actual reliability.

As a rule of thumb, a test is expected to yield reliSbility '-ef

ficients in the .80's to be satisfactory for group decisions and in the

.90's for indivicluel decisions. If the coefficient is lower, the -cc FAS

might fluctuate by chance and an observed difference might not be ue

difference at all. Diagnostic to because they are uwIlly not uriE,0

h an entire classroom but are for individualizing instruction for a

ogle pupil, should meet the higher level of reliability in the .90'

A correlation coefficient may be squared to indicate the percen-

tage of common score variation that exists on the two sets of scores
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are correlated, i.e, the scores on two halves of atest, the scores on

alternate forms, etc. Thus a coefficient of .90 indicates cons s-

tent performance in 81 percent of the scores. The percentage of common

variance or the consistency h which a test yields reliable scores

decreases rapidly as the correlation coefficient decreases, as the table

below shows.

Coefficient (r) Percentage_ ofConsiste -v Cr

.95 .90

.90 .81

.80 .64

.70 .49

.60 .36

.50 .25

.40 .16

.30 .09

.20 .04

.10 .01

Subscore Inte-coelations

It generally considered that if scores o

of a test are to be diffe

component p

ally useful, each should possess some

unique significance and should be relatively independent of other com-

ponents. The correlation coefficient, as it is used to estimate reli-

ability, should he high to indicate that the halves or alternate fortis

or whatever are being correlated have much in common or are measuring

in the same domain and are consistent over ti

When the correlation coefficient is used in studying the subscores,

however, it should be low to indicate that the components are indepen-

dent and utdque. The higher the correlation between subscore' the more

likely it is that they are measuring the same thing. The lower the cor-

relat n het _n subscores the more likely it is that they are measuring

different things.
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When the subsccre intercorrelation coefficie thf.,

ceiitiigi of interdependence or sharer! Variance on the two subtests

Lainod. On a reading test it may be expected that vocabulary A nd com

prehension scores will be highly correlated. A hypothetical forrclaiion

of .70 indicates that almost half (497.) of the correlation ma- ho sic

counted for by some type of ov ng in what is be ng t i :=0 -,d

remainder (51% ) is unaccounted for and apparently unique .0-d each nhto

In diagnostic tests, if feasible, we want more than half f

Subscore to be pure and independent of other subscores. If the intf

_!orrolation between two subtests is .65, there is a 42 percent over a;_

(.65 squared) and 58 percent that does not overlap, A correla

efficient of .65 or lower is considered a desirable criterion when

ferential treatment is indicated by subtei.ts supposedly measuring In-

dependent skills.

In the case of diagnostic tests, intended ic,r popilE of

10w achievement rather than for-a 1_ ger Population of widely varying

ability, the desirability of low subseore interoorrelations may be of

less importance than the other criteria o: meaningful and reliable

subscores. We may expect reading abilities of the student population

lc! to be Intercorrelated above th! .65 level, because good

readers are generally good in all reading components and poor readers

generally poor. In diagnostic testirg we may he less cote r

with inter-Individt:al differences and mots with intro - individual diE-

ferences. Within one individual one component skill may be mastered

well and another not mastered at all. In the individual case,

the correlation may be negative or low, even though the intercostal LiQ05

for a larger population were too high to meet the generrlilv cceptr.'d

e ion ref .65.



What _Other Factr Considered in Se s?

Other criteria for judging diagnostic tests are the same tnat

apply to all tests, such as ease oaf administration and scoring, time,

cost, and adequacy of interpretative information. Here, the ease of

administration and scoring may depend upon the type of school staff

that is available. If the school has a psychologist or a reading

specialist with clinical trailing, a test that is difficult ad 'n-

i ter may present no obstacles. If classroom teachers are expected to

conduct the testing, the test chosen must necessarily be easier to ad:

minister and should yield subscores that lend themselves to direct in-

terp etation in terms of concrete teaching objectives.

What about Norms.

Usually the norms for a test are in term p 2centile ranks or

grade-level scores, based on s group of pupils similar to those for

whom the test is intended. Ideally, the publishers of standardized

tests will describe the norm sample carefully in terms of grade levels,

geographic. distribution, number of cases, socioeconomic status, com-

munity type, and general ability level. If norms are provided with a

test, such information should be available. Unfortunately, these cri

teria are not universally met.

Some diagnostic tests do not provide norms on the premise that

remedial efforts should be directed Coward all pupils who show less

than complete mastery of a component skill. Nevertheless, such tests

do provide interpretive information. Instead of norms based on number

ht, they supply error analysis scores or checklists. The tests look

at he numiir..rnumber wrung rather than the number right. These tests then

clt lfy r %,A thin meaningful categories. The goal becomes a per-

fect Re( complete mastery rather than obtaining a r-lative rank.
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h seems justif iecl, although there should be ev ion that

the component scores e useful and that the test con

tested on a sample of students similar to the group for which iL I in=

tended.

As menticined previously, the intro individual n of scoreb is

,nh

scores for a single individual are inspected to find what are tls should

be stressed in remedial instruction. Since intr-a4individual profiles h,

ntt depend so heavily on outside criteria, we have another reason for

cepting tests which lack norms. Here we may be less eunce rned with h,;,

prime importance in diegnosti

Le

testing. The difforen

the individual pupi deviates from the total population, for it is
-

ready known that hi reading performance low, and more conce d with

how his own skills deviate among themselvt:s.

Do Die nostic Test 3.esults Give the Whole Picture?

While diagnostic reading tests may provide clues to the C01-1011t

and level of remedial instruction, the competent reading special i. st

will take other factors into conside atiol. Classroom observation of

oral and silent reading skills and habits will contribute to hotter

understanding of each child.

Information from other types of ests may also yield useful dat.

Specifically, tests of intelligence or scholastic ability, listening

Comprehensi n, and arithmetic computation are tools which calm play arm

Important part. If the scores on a survey reading test are on a par

with those from a test in any one of these areas, the pupil may be

reading at his optimum level for the time being. Remedial offorKs may

help him retain his relative standing. His progre

his reading component skills (perhaps also on a par with, ea i ther)

improve at a steady pace.

ill br- 3E.:
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11 (4-, the other hand, the int nee, listening, ar-ithmet

Fir (_,A1 i'Aorably above 3 reading score, child may be expected

,,h.,fit-m,,c(- quickly from a rem,Aial program designed to correct his

deficiencies. The score discrepancy often indicates that the pupil has

potential to increase hi

higher se

reading skills to the level indicated by the

on the other test tests. The usual expectation is that

a child who can deal with abstract figures and reasoning problems in an

intelligence test, who can understand the spoken language in a listening

test, or who can manipulate numerical symbols on an arithmetic computa-

tion test without word iblems, can also handle letter symbols and

words in their written form. This expectation is confirmed for the gen-

eral school 'population by the high correlation that exists among Intel-

ligence, 1 ening, reading, and arithmetic tests. Individual except

will, of course, occur. Some diagnostic reading tests include listening

measures on the very premise that listening ability serves as a frame of

reference to which reading ability can be compared.

Besides the use of teacher observation and testing techniques,

school resources may be used in an interdisciplinary approach. Home,

other

school, and pupil factors may contribute to reading difficulties. The

job of identifying motivation or emotional problems may lie with psy-

chologists, parents, and others. The school librarian may have an im-

p0] -nt role n onc u ag ng reading for enjoyment. Health factors such

as hearing and vision problems may need to be investigated by the school

nurse or a doctor: All in all, reading is a complex ability and requires

the attention and dedLcnt ion of many.



T tie: Adult Basic Reading Inventory

Author: Richard W. Burnett

Publisher: Scholastic Testing Service, Inc., 4H0 Moyer Road, Bensoovl l i.. II'

(Kito),

Date: 19E1

Range: Functionally it
grade level)

adolescents or adults ( in t

Forms: A

No. Subscores: 6 aubscores and total

Subscore Reliab 11tles above ,90: Word Meaning (Reading), .97

Intercorrelations of Subscore No information given.

Time: Under 60 minutes

Description: A group test which measures sight words; sound and letter discrimi-
nations (beginning consonants, blends, and digraphs). word meaning (regC.-
ing), word meaning (listening), and context reading. If an individual

gets chance scores on all but the listening test, he is classified as an

abwlute illi-terate rather than a functional illiterate. Thu weed:, hi

. both word meaning subtests are identical and are of graded difficulty.
When 70% accuracy is obtained when the words are read, the grade level
indicates the instructional level If the word meaning (.istening) e

is higher than the word meaning (reading) score, the individual is con-
sidered to have greater potential to benefit from instruction. Clues to

basic skills strengths and weaknesses are found in the other subtests.

Test booklets without the word "Adult" in the title are availablo for
school use.

Norms: Standards rather than norms are provided. The instructional level stan-

dard is based on 70% accuracy on the ward meaning (reading) score. The

standard of complete mastery, i.e. a perfect score, is interpreted as in-
dicating that the individual is not a functional illiterate

External Review: None

Internal Review: Technical Report No. 1 provides useful valid y and roliabilitv
information on the appropriateness of the word meaning (reading) Scote
standard in placing adults at the proper instructional level. Additionst

technical reports are promised as test users share their resear2h data
with the publisher. The Manual contains valuable suggestions fmr scr,;
interpretation and the planning of rel.ding instruction for liv.rack] pr-)-
;acts. Easy to administer and sv,r.
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Basic ing Inventory

SEE

AdOlt Basic Reading Inventory

Title. Betel Reading Inventory

Author: Morton betel

Publisher: Follett Publishini, Company, 1010 West Washington Bouleva
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Date 19h1 -66

Range: Lira les 1 -12

Farms: A Battery and 8 Batt

No. of Scores: 4 ratings derived from 3 tests and S subscores obtained
from fourth. test,

Subveote Reliabilities above .90; No information given.

Intercorrelatiens of Subscore; No information given.

Time: 39 to 107 minutes

Description: An individually administered test battery designed to classi-
fy reading level as Free Reading (pupil can read independently
without teacher help), Instructional (pupil usually needs teacher
guidance for comprehension), or Frustration (pupil cannot read
with profit even with teacher help). These levels are determined
by accuracy of responses to the Word Recognition Test, an oral
reading test based on word lists of graded difficulty through the
fourth grade level, and to the Word Opposites Test, which measures
comprehension of written words of graded difficulty beyond the
fourth grade level. The Word Opposites Test may also be adminis-
tered as a group or individual listening test, in which case it
yields a Potential Reading Level. The battery also includes a
Phonics Mastery Test to evaluate knowledge of consonant sounds,
consonant blonds, consonant digraphs, rhyming words, Long and
short vnwels, other vowel sounds, number of syllables, accented
syllables and nonsense words. The nonsense,words may be used to
screen or double-check the phonetic elements covered in the other
Phonics subtests.

Norms; Standards-rather than norms are provided. The standard for the
Phonics Mastery subtests is 1007 accuracy. For the Word Recog-
nition and Word

),or, Lpposi Los tests 3 reading level standards are pre-
sented ih Arnde,quivnlent terms. For the Word Opposites (Listening)
tast a potential level standard is prosentod in grade - equivalent
terms. Grndo-equivalents range from pre-primer to senior high school.
Grada-wfulvalents are not based on test results but on grade-place-
ment of test content.
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Botel Reading Inventory (con 'd)

External Reviews in MMY 6:834: Tests are appropriate only for pupils rend-
ing at grade 4 level or lower. Actual teacher experine has show
that the reading level standards arc apprupriat, vv4q1 in the Inc, -

of no supporting research evidence. Onv rev lower finds, ttw te:it
useful in spite of the lack of reliability and validity data, wh-rn
the second reviewer is opposed to the use of .Arl V ut I

lack of technical data.

Internal Review: Attractive format. Use of Phonics Mastery subtests moy
yield useful clues for remedial instruction, A major drawback is
the lack of statistical information. Users should be cauli.us ire

interpreting score differencas, especially the difference betweo.
Instructione and POtential levels.
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Title: Calliornia Phenios Survey

Authors: Grace M. Brown and Alice R. Cottrell

Publish CRIB/ McGraw -Hill, Princeton Road S-2, High 08520

Date: 1962-63

Range: Grades 7-12 and college

Forms: Form 1 (Form 2 is for survy purposes only and yields a total score).

No. of Scores: 8 error analysis sibscores and total.

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: No information given.

Intercorrelations of Subsco s: No information given.

Time: 40-45 minutes

Description: A group test of the relationships between written and spoken words,which may he administered orally or by tape recording. Uses 5 listeningand reading test exercises to reveal errors in 8 categories: Long-ShortVowel Confusion, Other Vowel Confusion, Consonant Confusion with Blendsand Digraphs, Consonant-Vowel Reversals, Configuration, Endings, Negatives
and Opposites, and Rigidity. Can he used below grade 7 if pupils have
learned the mechanics of cord recognition.. A diagnostic key is used for
scoring all 75 'items, so that each item can measure more than one of the
8 diagnostic categories. Cutting scores are established on the total
score to divide performance into 4 categories. representing adequate phonicsskill or one of 3 degrees of impairment. The authors state that "the de-finition of levels of phonic competence by means of the standard error f,
measurement...precludes the necessity for norms" and that, optimally, u-dents who possess "adequate" phonics skill should make perfect scores.

Norms. Four categories of competence based on cutting scores applied to the Total
score, but no norms for error analysis subscores. The standard errors of
measurement used to locate the cutting scores are based on the normative
sample consisting of students from 7 colleges, 16 elementary schools
(public and private) in 11 states and in England. No information on sizeof 'sample.

External Review in MMY 6:820: Easy to administer. Adequate reliability and va-lidity data resulted from research phase and standardization program.
Carefully constructed. The use of the standard error of measurement to
establish cut-off points Is wise.

Internal Review: Reliah!lity s adequate (.89-.93) for the Total score, but nodata repia-ted for the H diagnostic scores. Manual contains good ex-planation of construction and validation of test. The use of nonsense
words and of ,,noiketic spellings in the test booklet makes the test free of
criticism that it might be measuring conventional spelling.
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Title: Cln srcom Reading Inventory

Author: Nicholas J. Silvaroli

Publisher; William C. Brown Book Co., 135 South Locust Dubugu-!,
52001

1965

Range: Grades 2-6

Forms: One form

No. of Scores: 6 subscore

Subsccr. Reliabilities above .90; Unknown

Intercorrelations of Subscores. Unknown

Time: Unknown

Description: Measures word recognition; independent,instructional, and
frustration reading levels; hearing capacity level, and spelling.

Norms: Grade levels

Reviews: None, information is incomplete, because a specimen set has
not,been egamined.
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i idle: Delaware County Silent Reading Test, Second Editiiin

Authors: Judson E. Newburg and Nichdlas A. Spennato

D

Publisher: Delaware County Reading Consultants Association, c/o Nicholas A.Spennato, Delaware County County Public Schools, Court House
Annex, Media, Pa. 19063

Date: 1965

Range: Grades 1.5,

Form: Ofte Pori;

No. of Scores: 4 tsahscoros and 1 total

2.5, 3.D, 3.5, 4,5,6,7,8

Subscore Rol abili'es nly've .90: Unknown

Intercorrelations o1= Subscores: Unknown

Time: Unknown

Description: Measures interpretation, organization, vocabulary, structuralanalysis and total

Norms:

Reviews: None. Above information is incomplete because a specimen set
was not examined.



Title: Denver Public Schools Reading Inventor,

Author. William R. Spears and Department of Instructional Services, stat!'.

Publisher: Department of General Curriculum Services, Denver Public
Schools, 414 Fourteenth Street, Denver, Colorado 802

Date: 1965-69

Range: Grades 1-8

F- One form

No. of Scores. 3 scores and ratings of 26 types of errors

subsccre Reli ities above .90: No information given.bil

lntercorrelations of Subscores No information given.

Time: Untimed

Description: An inidvidually administered test. Yields instructional,
independent, and capacity reading Level scores and rates a
number of areas of strengths and weaknesses on the basis of oral
responses to 12 vocabulary lists and 24 reading passages. The
pupil reada the graded vocabulary lists until he makes 5- rs.
The grade level for the passages to be read is determined by the
level of the vocabulary list mastered successfully. The teacher
records word recognition errors in 4 categoric:, (omissions,
insertions, substitutions, and punctuation) and answers to com-
prehension questions in 3 categories (factual, vocabulary
meaning, and inference). There are also 12 word attack classi-
fications (consonants, blends, etc0 and 7 areas of faulty
approach (finger pointing, lip movement in silent reading,
enunciation, etc.) to he observed.

Norms: Grade levels for major scores are presumably based on reading
formulas and are computed from percentage mastery of word recog-
nition (vocabulary) and comprehension ( reading pa4.sage questions),

External Review: None

Internal Review: Lacks reliability data. Some subjectivity in scoring
the comprehension questions is involved, with partial credit
`allowed for some answers. The rationale for the test appears
sound, and the manual contains helpful suggestions for correcting
deficiencies.
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Diagnostic eading Examination for Diagnosis of Special Difficulty in
Reading (or ;onree Diagnostic Reading Test)

Author: Narion Monroe

Publisher: C. ll. Stoel ing Company, 424 North Homan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60624

Date: 1928-29

Range: Grades 1=4

No. of Scores: 14 su and 12 error. analysis categories

Subscore Reliabilities above 90: No information given.

Intercorrelation of Subscores: No information given.

Time: About 2 hours

Description: An individual test, requiring practice and special training to rod-
minister. Nine analytic tests yield 14 subscores. Test 1, Alphabet Re-
peating and Reading, requires the pupil to say the alphabet and In identify
letters on stimulus cards. it is scored for time to say the alphahet,
number of letters omitted, and number of letters incorrectly identified on
the cards. Test 2, Iota Word Test, requires.the.child to read orally the
words on the stimulus cards to determine grade level. Test 3, b, 'J, p, q,
u, n Test, uses a stimulus card which the-child reads orally; it is scored
for interchanging the letters u and n or the letters b, d, p, and q. In
Test 4, Recognition of Orientation, the child is required to distinguish
orally between forward and reversed letters and words. Test 5, Mirror
Reading, requires the use of a book and mirror; the child reads tram the
mirror image. This test is scored for-the time to finish the passage, the
number of words misread, the ratio of time for mirror reading and normal
reading, and the ratio of errors made in the two ways of reading. Test n,
Mirror Writing, requires the child to mirror write dictated words and is
scored fur the number of letters written correctly. Test 7, Number Re-
versal, requires the pupil to read numbers from a stimulus card;- it is

scored for reversal and orientation errors. in Test ti, Word Discriminn-
_ on,the child points to words on the stimulus cards which-witch the key
word;it is scored for number correct. In Test 9, Sounding, the examiner
says the sounds of words slowly and the child orally tells whet the words
are; it is scored for number correct.

Errors on Tests 2 and 8 (iota Word Test nd Word Discrim ion) and
on Gray's Oral Paragraphs may be analyzed and summarized in a profile which
groups errors in 14 categories (faulty vowels, faulty consonants, reversals,
etc.) Lo show whether (he child makes errors typical cif his grade pineemola
or has excess 'e errech.
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rDiagnostic Reading Examination Diagnosis of Speciii in

Reading (or Monroe I)iagnostic Iteadin Test) (cont'd)

An educ ational profile may also be made, using grade - or age. e 1-

valents from mental ahiLity. arithmetic, spoiling, and other oral and '-

lent roadini tests .: by the author. -Thiq profile

how whether the child is retarded in reading onil or An ,..

or spelling, too, with scores adjuste ev' i«r chronological and

Information on handedness may also be gathered.

it m. Tnterquartile range, 75th and 90th percentile for rades l- icr rest

3, 4 and 5. Grade-equivalents for Tests 2, 8, and 9. "Exc. -s-' err r"

ings for Test 7. Interquartile range for P,--,-r analysis

No description of norming group.

E;cternal Review: Non

Internal Review: N©: reliability or validity information is provided. Th norms

group is not described in terms of size or other charactPristics. Somf:

the information in the mimeographed manual, such r(.ferences tc other

tests and publishers, is out of date.' The manual rightfully stressas .

importance of training on the part of the examiner and the need to estab-
lish rapport in testing a child with a reading dicability. Aleiongh not

mentioned in the manual, it is evident that the examiner should posses
knowledge of the emotional and central nervous syst-m Oisorders'connecIted
with some reading disabilities. The test appears carefully constructed to
serve the need of identifying. children with special reading disabilities.

Even though more complete and up-to-date norms are needed, the tes+ nrulybe
useful in the hulds of - -linician.
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isle: n Keacing SCaI es

Author: George Spache

Publisher: CTB/ McGraw -Hill, Princeton Road 5-2, Hightstown, N.J. 08520

Date: 1963

Range; Grades 1-8 and retarded readers in grades 9-12.

Forms: One form

No. of Scores: 11 suhscores

Subscore ReliabiliL _ .90; Word Recognition (.B7-.96). Other subscor
re liabilities are either lower or not reported at all.

Intercoreelaiions of Subsc

Time: 45 minutes.

No information given.

Description: An i.nciividually administered test requiring, the pupil to read aloud
or silently, while teacher records the pupil's responses. initial tes
(Word Recognition, Oral Rending, and Silent Reading followed by compre-
hension questions) yield grade equivalents, which serve as a basis for
determining level of achievement at which supplementary phonics tests (Con-
sonant Sounds, Vowel Sound3, Consonant Blend's, Common Syllables, Blending,
and Letter Sounds) are to De administered. A test Of Auditory Comprehension

also included. From. thi Oral Reading, Silent Reading, and Auditory Com-
prehension tests, respectiiely, are derived scores of Instructional Level,
Independent Level, and Pot2ritial Level. A Rate of Silent Reading score may
also be obtained. The supplementary phonics tes.:a measure abilities to re-.
late printed symbols to so.inds.

Norms: Grade-equivalents (ranging from 1.3 to 6.5) for Word Recognition, Instruc-
tional Level, Independent Level, and Potential Level, Ratings of slow,
average, and fast for Rate score. Average scores for 6 supplementary
phonics tests are reported. for 1, 2 and 3 years of phonics.training. No
description of norming group.

External Reviews in MMY 6:821: Easy_ to administer and score. Auditory compre-
hension is not rightfully a measure of "potential reading level" inasmuch
as norms show that listening comprehension is 2 grade levels above grade
placement on the_average. Four major scores are useful when accompanied
by clinical analysis of errors.

Internal Review: The norms gr,ups which determined the grade level placement in
the initial tw;(: ,ire ...a... described. The lack of norms (other than average
scores) for 10 supplementary phonics tests indicates that perfection is
the goal; for thesu supplementary tests, no reliability data are reported.



T i t l e : Olagn ;tie Reading r ts

Ant le, mmittec on Diagn sti F nces 0ralind lriggs, Chairman

Pnhli5dIer: t ,,mmi tto, on Otagnk

Date= `)47 i'IFit

Rnnge: K-4 level= Lower L.- I ;

t. adii Ine., Mtmlitnifi

-Ath"-; 7

r h.vel. A and Lower Level: A, C, and U; Upper Lev A

nud D for thf.? Diagnostic Batt.ory and A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H
/ey Section. some subicsts there are fewer forms than indictAted.

No. i f Scocs: K-1: 10 subscores and =i subtotals; Grades 2-4: 2 subscures nnd
I subtotal; Lower Level: 21 subscoreS and 3 subtotals; Upper t...vel!
subscores and 7 subtotals.

Subscore Reitabliltios aboju ,90. Eve-li nd an! Motor Coordination (.9 K-t);
Visual Discrimination (.96, K-1); Vocamlary (.90-.95, K-1 and 4-8);
Auditory Discriv.ination (.93, Grade 1); Word Attack Survey (.91, Grade
2); Word Recognition and Comprehension subtotal (.90-.93, Grades 2-6);
Siient. Word Attack: Sounds and Syllabication subscores and subtotal
(.93-.97, Grades 4-13); Social Studies Vocabulary (.94, Grades 7-13),
Survey Total Grades 7-13). Information not given for all subscores.

intorcorrele ons of Suhscores.: No information given.

Time: 40 ;-_() about_ 80 minutes for the Survey Sections; out imed Diagnostic
Seel, ons (except. Rate of Reading).

Descriptio At the K-z. level the Reading Readiness and Survey Sections for.
Kindergarten and Grade 1 measure Relationships, Eye-Hand and Motor
Coordination, Vf.sual and Auditory Discrimination, and Vocabulary, with
several subscores within each categorN. Survey Booklet 11 for Grade 2
and Survey Booklet III for Grades 3 End 4 measure Word Recognitiln and
Comprehension. Booklet IV, consistinE, of paragraphs and word lists u.
graded difficul:y, is an individually administered oral Word Attack tcis'.
to spot errors In 7 categories: Substitutions, Omissions, R-peLitions,
Mispronounciati-us, Insertions, Pauset., and Refusnls.

The Survey Section at the Upper Level covers Comprohensi n, Vocal
lary, and Rate of Reading, whereas the Lowor Level covers the same ar
plus Word Recognition. At the Oppor Level weaknesses it, any of these
areas may then he assessed by Diagnostic Sections covering the same ;Inas
in greater detail. At both levels a Word Attack test is available fu
diagnosing oral and silent skills in matching-Sounds and Syllabication.
The Vocabulary section provides scores tin Words per Minute; Ge-neraI
cabulary; Vocabulary Gomprchensi ,r1; and spciali7.f.d Englif.h ,

Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies Vocabulary.
section yields separate measures of Speeded and UnspecrI I RaL,z
Reading, Social Studies, and SeJc-nce materiels. '1`h Comp.
may be given as a silent or auditory
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Diagnostic Reading Tests icon

Norms: Quartiles and medians for the Readiness Test subscores, based en 35children in a nonpublic kindergarten, tested in the spring; 932 childrenin a suburban grade 1 school, tested in Fall 1957; and 962 children in asouthern semi-rural community, tested in Fall 1957. Fercontiles forother tests. Numbers of pupils on which norms are based vary from onesubscore to another, with a range from 188 to 16,600. Tho norms me basedon scores submitted voluntarily to the Committee and are revised when theaddition of new data changes the form of the curve in a direction moro re-presentative of public schools. Some norms tables were tabulated in 1951,1953, 1956, and 1959 and others bear revision dates of 1959 and 1963.

External Reviews in MMY 6:823 and MM. 4:531: One reviewer c6ongiders tha tat'sgenerally useful while another advQ.LateL a "gouo overhaul of the .,osL"and norms. Lower and Upper Levels are more satisfactory than the R-4level. Manuals should be consolidated. Some items in the DiagnosticSection are identical to those in the Survey Suction, nnd some items arofaulty. Reliability data are incomplete and too low fur individual di-agnosis. Rates of Reading section yields separate rate scores for scieand social studies which is unwarranted since the test does nut roliablmeasure any flexibility in rate.

Internal Review: The grade level of the children in the somHiural Readinessnorms group is not indicated. The composition of the norms groups atthe higher levels is not described. The Word Attack test, which mightyield the most important information for remedial phonics work, clas-sifies errors in less meaningful categories than those found in othertests. At the higher grade levels tha emphasis is on study skills, butthe coverage is incomplete. The test may be more useful for survey thanfor diagnostic purposes, since the subtotal scores are sufficielty re-liable and the content validity is satisfactory.



Title: Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills

Margaret Doren

Publisher American Guidance Se
Minnesota 55014

Date: 1956

Range: Grodes 1-4 or above

ferms; One form

No. of Genres: 11 subscores and total.

Publishers' Bu .d -4 Circle Pines,

D

Rellabilitiev above .90: What the author reports as reliability is ac-
tually validity, or the correlations of the parts to the whole (see below).

fro-. r rcorrelations of Subscores: Part score correlations with total test range
from .53 to .88. No information given on subtest intercorrelati ns.

Time. About 3 hours.

Dos e;-'ion: A group test measuring the following word recognition ski_ Let-
ter Recognition, Beginning Sounds, Whole.. Word Recognition, Words Within
Words, Speech, Consonants, Ending &minds, blending, Rhyming, Vowels, Sight
Words, and Discriminate Guessing. Each skill is subdivided into finer
classifications. Success on test depends on use of visual, auditory, and
context clues.

Norms: No norms for s.ubtest scores, but mean total scores are reported for grades
-4.

External Reviews in MMY 5:659: Content is based on word recognition skills em-
phasized in widely used basic reading series. Some faulty items. Author
preEers analysis of errors rather than norms to indicate level of achieve-
ment. Norms group not described

internal Review: Lacks reliability data. The directions to the pupil may be dif
ficult to understand, but examples are used to clarify. Author omits nor
(based on numbet right), saying that number wrong and the type of errors
made are the important factors for diagnostic testing. Manual is clearly
written and gives concrete suggestions for remedial activities. Profile
for recording errors makes use of "line of significant error" C7 errors
per subtest) below which a need for remediation is indicated; no infor-
mation is given on its statistical derivation. Test gives comprehensive
coverage of word recognition skills and is recommended in spite of the
limitations Aoted.



D

rrc.1: Analysis cf Reading bifficultv, New

tcr: Dona'tc Li. Jurrell

?ublisher: Harcourt, 6race i 4ccd, inc. 757 Taird AvIL:e, Now York, N.Y. 10017

Vi5f,

Grades L-6

E''irms: One form

No. of Scores: h subtests and checklist of errors

Subscore Reliabilities ri-Ne .90: No information given.

Intercorrelations of Subscorus: No information given.

Time: 30 to 90 minutes

Description: Individually adminis:ered test, consisting o2 two sets of gradod
paragraphs, one for oral and one for silent reading, which t.re scored on
the basis of time required to complete. Level of comprehension is measured
with factual questions. Additional subtests mennuro Word Pocognition and
Word Analysis, Letters (fo: non-reader), Visual Memory of Words or Word

.

Forms (fc.r non-readers or :hose reading below grade 1 level), Auditory
Analysis oi* Word Elements, Spelling and Handwriting, and Listening Com-
prehension. Word Recognition is administered with 4 eno:board tachisto-
scope, i:iiagnosis depends almost entirely on checklists of uiffieulties.
Checklists for medical, psychological, and educa::ional records are also
included.

Norms: Time scores Coral and sileat rending) are rated ,is Low, Middle, and High
at each grade level, 1 to Number of silent ro:idin;! memories olicited
by the examiner are also rated as L, N, and H. Aulhor stntos that tho
norms are "based on no fouv!r than 1,000 children for each Los " and Lhat
the check of errors aro more important than the norms.

External MX: '1:1',60: No UfsLS of word attack methods, o. g. syllabica-
tion or pnriniu finalp,iF.,, are includod. Clear instructions. Paragraphs
well chi,s(!;, gradod. Lack of norms for paragraph r,.adir,.; comprn4len-
sion is a drawback. LOs Ls aro inadequate for samoliog trading below tho
third grade level. The norms sample is not doscrlbed. No collabiliiv
or validity data. Listening comprehension is included Lo me,e_ure peLen-
Lial for reading comprehension. in non-renders. Checklists maY Do most
aseful part_ of the LQsLs in ihe hands of reading teachors and clinicians.

InLornni KfAvir'w: T:=w Ling situation is not stanclordizd, bocauso tho oxilminor
is gives J(--J in the questions he asks Co measure facLuni comprehension
and in Lb'. Liihing of Word Recognition which usos a tachistoscope.



Title: Dome li.Sulitvan Reading Ccpu ILy and Achievement Tests

Authors : Duenld D. Durrell and Bolen Blair Sullivan

Publieber: Hareoer Brace & World, Inc., 757 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Date: 1937-W5

Range: Prima*: Grades 2.5-4.5; Intermediate; Grades 3-6

Forms: A and B (intermed[aee Achievement part only);
Capacity ):est and Eric both Primary parts.

of Scores; subscores end 2 t= ital scores.

only fur Intermediate

Subscore Rellabili le above .90; In the Capacity Test, Word Meaning (.84-
_')1) sub core reaches acceptable level. In Achievement Test both
Word Meaning (.90-.96) and Paragraph Meaning (.83-.93)-subscore
teliabilities are satisfactory. No information given on optional
Spelling and Written Recall subtexts.

Intecc

Time;

Desc

.iconLe 1. Fat

AinuteS

bte No information given.

Lon: Reading Capacity Test (a measure of hearing comprehension)
yields scores on Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, and Total, and
is contrasted to the Reading Achievement Test, which yields simi-
lar scores. Optional tests of Spelling and Written Recall are
provided.

Norms: Age-equivalents and grade-equivalents for totals and all subscores
except Spelling. Grade-equivalents only are available for Spelling.

-The Intermediate Form A norms were based on 6,000 pupils in 19 cum-
munilies in 11 states, in grades 3-6. Form B norms were based on
equating with Form A. No Information is given on the derivation of
Primary norms.

li,cternsi1 Reviews in MMY 5:661 and 4:56 Based on assumption that responses
to hearing comprehension test and pictorial material and to a read-
ing achievement test of equivalent difficulty can detect reading dis-
ability if there is a discrepancy. Validity of this premise is not
established. Miiival confuses objective data with sales approach.
Earlier review was favorable, considering the test a useful way to
identify poor readers who are capable of reading beyond present level.

Internal Review: May identify poor reading but not diagnose the types of
difficulties. The same criticism may hold true for the "Durrell Lis-
tening- Reading Series", copyrighted 1968, and available from the
same publisher. The series is not listed here, since it yields fewer
subscores--2 vocabulary scores (listening and reading) and two sen-
tence comprehension scores (listening and reading). The technical
information, however, is more complete for the new series, incliding
normative and intercorrelation data.
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Iitle: Cate -McKillop Reading Diagnostic Tests

Authors: Arthur I. Gates and Anne S. McKillop

Publisher: Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Columbia University, hew Y_ k,New York 10027

Date: 1962

Range: Grades 2-6

Forms: I and II

No. of Scores: 28 subsc res

Subscore Reliabili__-- above .90: No information given.

Intercorrelations of Subsco es: ND information given.

Time: About 60 minutes, assuming all parts are seldom given.

Description: An individually administered test. The examiner records the pupil's
oral responses in most parts, but the pupil marks his own answers to other
parts. The examiner is given leeway as to whether to administer all parts
or not. The first section requires oral reading of paragraphs of graded
difficulty, from which a grade-equivalent score Is derived; errors may be
classified in 11 ways (omissions, additions, repetitions, mispronOnctations,
reversals, wrong beginning, wrong middle, wrong ending, etc.). In the
next three parts the child pronounces words and phrases of increasing dif-
ficulty, presented with a hand cardboard tachistoscope and under untimed
conditions so that the te cher can note methods of attack. The fifth part
(Knowledge of Word Parts: Word Attack) proceeds from large units (non-
sense words) to small units (letter sounds and naming capital and lower
case letters). If the child makes errors when looking at a whole nonsense
word, the examiner shows parts of the words to see if the child can blend
them into wholes. In the sixth section (Recognizing the Visual Forms or
Word-Equivalents of Sounds) four subtests require the student not to sup-
ply sounds as in the previous word attack tests but to recognize sounds
heard and _to associate them with their visual forms by marking multiple-
choice items; the examiner proceeds from nonsense words to requesting the
child to select the initial letters, final letters, and vowels in the mid-
dle of words spoken. In the seventh part the examiner says parts of words
slowly and the child tells what the word is in order to measure auditory
blending skill. If the test is too difficult for the child, the examiner
is instructed to administer the Auditory Discrimination test. The eighth
section consists of four supplementary tests of oral spelling, oral vo-
cabulary, syllabication, and auditory discrimination. In the syllabication
subtest the chi l,! renc: nonsense words of two or more syllables, nod in
auditory discrimination he is required to indicate whether pairs of words
spoken by the examiner are the same or different.



Cates-MeKillop Reading Diagnostic ests (cont'd)

Norms: trade- equivalents for Oral Reading scores (paragraphs, words, and phrases)
and supplementary spelling and vocabulary scores. Other raw scores or el--

scores are rated as high, medium, low, or very low or its normal pro-
gress, low, and very low in terms of either the pupil's actual grade placo-
meat or his oral reading grade-equivalent. No norms for auditory
nation scores, No information on forming sample.

Ft Reviews in MMY 6:824: The tests include no measure of reading compre-
hension. After the oral reading part, future subtest scores are inter-
preted with respect to the oral reading level, thus leading to continual
bias and under-or over-estimating the Level of difficulty in subsequent
scores. Requires sophistication to interpret.

Internal Review: No reliability or validity data. The norms group is not des-
cribed in terms of size, grade range, Dr any other characteristics. The
test content, however, reflects careful construction. The use of non-
sense words Lu measure word attack skills is to be commended. Adminis-
tration and scoring procedures seem very difficult and require practice
to ensure mastery of the recommended techniques. For instance, the
examiner needs to know which tests are to be completed and which are to
be discontinued after a specified number of errors. The stimulus material
sometimes appears in the teacher's booklet and sometimes in the pupil's.
The examiner is also instructed to use certain symbols for scoring errors
as the test proceeds and to be observant of gueising behavior in the
multiple-choice sections. Scoring sometimes depends on correct responses
and sometimes on errors, and one part calls for prorating of raw scores
if the entire subtest is not given.



D

Title: Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude and Achievement Tests

Authors: Marion Monroe and Eva Edith Sherman

Publisher: C. H. Nevins Printing Company, 811 Bryn Mawr island, Bays1u.re
Gardens, Bradenton, Florida 33505

Date: 1939 (re-copyrighted 1966)

Range: Grades 3-9

Forms: One form

No- of Scores: 15 subscores

Subscore Reliabili,ties above .90: No information given.

Intercor elations of Subscores: Nc information given.

Time: About 50 minutes

Description: A group test. The Achievement section consists of subtests
measuring Paragraph Understanding, Speed, Word Discrimination (Vowe
Consonants, Reversals, Additions and Omissions), Arithmetic and Spelling.
The Aptitude section has subtests of Visual, Auditory, and Motor Ability
and Vocabulary. Visual Memory tests require the pupil to reproduce
nonsense words and forms shown on a carp`' sx:posed for 5 or 10 seconds.
The Auditory tests require the pupil LO: reproduce letters given orally
and to identify the position of the word in a list of four words. In
the Motor tests the pupil copies a written paragraph and crosses out
a's in nonsense words. In Vocabulary the child underlines one of four
phrases presented orally and in writing which makes sense,

Norms: Grade-equivalents for some of the subtests in the Achievement secti-
and percentile ranks for all other subtests. No description of the
normative population. Norms are considered tentative.

External Review: None

Internal Review: In Paragraph Understanding the questions precede each
paragraph, an approach which seems good for measuring directed reading
or scanning. The Speed subtest requires the pupil to write short answersas he reads, and thus the speed is cut down and seems a questionable
practice. The other subtests appear valid and attractive. The mimeo -
graphed set of norms includes suggestions for remedial work. The
possible causes of errors and suggested remedies are clearly explained
in concrete terms, contributing much to the value of the test in a
diagnostic, remedial setting. In spite of the tentative nature of the
norms, the old pulllicaL:on date, and the lack of reliability data, the
test appears useful for the purpose it is intended to serve.



Titl riven t.( _ -Su vey Test

Author: Marion Monroe

Publisher: Scott, Foresman & Company, Bauer Drive, Oakland,

Date: 1969

Range: Grades 4-6-

Forms: in preparation)

No. at co e:' 5 subscores and total

Subscore Reilabil

intercorrelations

Time:

90:

Subscores:

AcrSey 076 3ti

Description: A group test developed as part of the Scott, Foresman Reading Pro-
gram, it consists of 225 items measuring Word Meaning, Sentence Meanie.
Total Meaning, Word Analysis, and Dictionary Skills. Total Meaning use
paragraphs and extended stories followed by comprehension questions.
Word Analysis measures a number of phonics components such as consonant
and vowel sounds, syllabication, and root words but does not yield separatt:
scores for the components. In Dictionary Skills the components measured
Include using a pronounciation key, knowledge of tense and plurals, a!plw-
betizing, and again no component subscores are available.

Norms: Grade equivalents ranging from 1.5 to 9.0.

External Review: None

Internal Review: The test manual was not avai=lable for review, and thus some of
the information above is incomplete. The material within each subtest is
arranged in order of difficulty, with many of the items in Word Meaning
appearing particUlarly difficult below the high school and college level.
However, a raw score of 15 out of 25 given a grade-equivalent of 5.0.
Since no breakdown of Word Analysis skills is provided, the teacher will
want to follow -up low scores with a more diagnostic test or make an item
analysis responses in this potentially useful subtest.



Title. ing

Authors: J. Murray Loo and Willis W.

Publisher: 8/ McGraw -Hill, Princeton Read S-2 Hights n, N.J. 08520

Date: 1958

Range: Primer level: Grade 1; First Reader level: Grades 1-2

Form A and 13

a. of Scores; ime 3 subscores and total; First Render: 5 su. sccres and
total.

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: No information given.

Intercorrelatirns of Subscores: N. information given.

Time; 22 minutes

195b Revision

Description: Primer and First Reader levels both have subtests on Auditory Stimu-
(the ability to hear, ramember and relate spoken sound to symbol),

Visual Stimuli (word recognition or the ability to match words to pictures),
and Following Directions (sentence comprehension the ability to mark
pictures in a prescribed way). Additional subtests of the First Reader in-
clude Completion and Inference, which require the pupil to select a word
that best completes a sentence. Considered by authors to be a survey test
rather than a diagnostic measure. Test booklets are available in i/t/a.

Norms: Grade-equivalents, age-eqtivalents, and percentiles for Total scone.
for subscores. Norms provided separately for a representative_ nationn
sample (Group I) and far en above average sample (Group II) which began
formal reading instruction early in grade 1. Grm.ip 1 norms were ehiained
by "comparison" with California Reading Test results. Group II norms were

obtained by 'comparison" with results from the 1943 edition the Lee-

Clark Primer and First Reader tests "and other tests".

Means

External Reviews in MMY 6:795: A revision of the 1943 Edition. Helpful discus-

sirens of test interpretation appear in the manuals. Users should Irent

subscore differences with caution because reliability data and inLercor-
relations of parts are not provided. Easy to administer and score. One

reviewer criticizes provision of "average" and "above-average" norms
groups as being inadequately defined and difficult to apply. One favor-

abl.e,and one unfavorable review recommending that tests not be used.

Internal Review: Manualgives evidence of validity and comparability of alters
forms but ignores reliability. Norms group is not adequately described,
and norming procedures are not clearly explained. Does "comparison" mean
that an equating program took place, or were the tests -normed?
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Title= McCullough Word-Analysis Tests

Author: Constance M. MrCullough

Publisher: Ginn & Company, Statler Building, Park Square, Boston, Massachusetts
02117 (Also available from Personnel Press, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540)

Date: 1962-63

Range: Grades 4-6

-ms: One form

of Scores: 7 subscores, 2 subtotals, and total.

Suhscore Relinbi above .90: Initial Blends and Digraphs (.96- 97), Phonetic
Analysis subtotal (.9 -,94), and Total (.94-.96 ). All other subscore re-
liabilities are low.

Into relations of Subs. res: No information given.

Time: 70 minutes

Description: A group,test, First 5 subtests :Initial Blends and Digraphs, Pho-
netic Discrimination, Matching Letters to Vowel Sounds, Sounding Whole
Words, and Interpreting Phonetic Symbols) yield separate subscores and
combined Phonetic Analysis subtotal. The last 2 subtests (Dividing Words
into Syllables and Root Words in Affixed Forms) yield separate subscores
and a combined' Structural-Analysis subtotal. The last 3 subtests are '
tended for pupils reading at the fifth grade level and beyond.

Norms: Percentiles for boys, girls, and total. About 600 pupils at each grade,
4-6, from 23 school systems (identified by name) in 21 states, partici-
pated in the November-December 1962 norming program. They were selected
to be representative of socioecohumic status distribution in the general
population and had an average tQ of 108.

External Reviews in MMY 6:826: Scores cluster near the tops of the distribution;
for example, a perfect raw score of Test 1 has a percentile rank in the
60's. Test 3 requires knowledge of proper spelling (rather than variant
spellings of a sound) of word read aloud by the teacher. 'Two reviewers
agree that the test as a whole is well-constructed and useful.

Internal Review: The manual frankly points out the especially low. reliability of
the DividingWbrds into Syllables.subtest and the clustering of scores at
the top of some distributions. Author suggests remedial work E)t- pupils
who score one standard deviation below the mean on a given curt':'.'_. Su!,-

tests appear to have good content validity, but their are_
low.
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Title: Monroe Diagnostic Reading Test

SEE

Diagnostic Reading Examination for Diagnosis of Special Difficulty in Read

Title: Neale Analysis of Reading b ity

Author: Marie D. Neale

Publisher: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10010

Date: 1958-66

Range: Ages 6-12

Forms: A, 8, and C

No. of Scores: 3 major scores, 3 supplementary scores, 6 error analysis catego
and a checklist of several qualitative factors.

Subseere Reliabilities above .90: Word Accuracy (.96-.98) and Cemphensiol
(.92-.98)

Intercorrelations of Subscores: N information given.

Time: 10 to 15 minutes

Description: An individually administered test or oral :reading, developed _tieruse in Britain. From six arose passages:of graded difficulty follOwed
by questions, scores on comprehension, accuricy (lack of reading errors),
and word-per-minute rate are obtained. Errors may be further elassift ed
as mispronunciations, substitutions,

refusals, additions, omissions, and
reversals. The alternate forms are spiral-bound in one booklet. Three
supplementary diagnostic tests deal with the names and sounds of lot:Let's,
auditory discrimination through spelling, and blending. A checklist is
included to aid in observing attitudes, rending habits, and word recog-
nition approaches.

Norms: Age-equivalents for the accuracy, comprehension, and rate scores. The
norms are based on children aged 7 to 11 from 13 schools in Britain.
Form A was administered to 1221 children, Form B to 552, and Form C to
489. The sample was controlled for age, sex, social background, and
urban-rural type of community. No norms for the supplementary tests.

External Reviews in MMY 6:843: There are no directions frr administering,
Scoring, or interpreting the three supplementary tests. The information
on constructl(al and standardization is scanty. The sixth passage is too
difficult. The norms beyond nee 11 are extrapolated, and percentile rank
norms would hi. helpful. The. best feature of the test is the categorization
of errors on standard 1, ding passages.
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Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (cont'd)

Internal Review: No reliability data are reported for the rate and supplementary
test scores. The test booklet is attractive. The test appears easy L

administer. Some British spellings (centre and programme In Fonn A and
honours and favour in Form C) are present. The qualitative checklist and
and analysis of errors and supplementary test scores may provide more
useful diagnostic information than the part which offers normative data
and which differs little from a survey test.
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Title: Phonics Knowledge Survey

Authors: Dolores Durkin and Leonard Meshover

Publisher: Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Colum _a Univers
West 120th Street, New York, New York 10027

Date: 1964

Range: Grades 1-6

Forms: One form

No. of Scores: 15 subscores

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: No information given.

Interco relation. of Subtests: No information given.

Time: 10-30 minutes

y 525

D

Description: Individually administered test. Teacher poses questions orally with
use of Content Card and marks pupil's errors (unknown sounds, wrong pro-
nunciations, etc.) on RespDnse Record. Designed to determine what students
know about specific elements of phonics in order to plan instruction ac-
cordingly. Yields 15 scor ©s on: Names of Lette.:s, Consonant Sounds,
Vowels: Long and Short, Vowel Generalizations, Sounds of C and C, Sounds
of Y, Consonant Blends, Digraphs, Vowel Combinations, Vowels Followed by
R, Sounds of QU, Sounds of 00, Sounds of X, Beginning Consonant Combinations,
and Syllabication. No norms. No reliability da;a.

Norms: None

External Review: None

Internal Review: Subtests appear too short for sufficient reliability. Lack 'a
norms implies that perfect score is goal for each child to achieve and
that Any errors detected indicate area in which remedial instruction is
to be given.
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Title: Phonovisual Diagnostic Test

Authors. Lucille D. Schoolfield and Josephine B. Timberlake

Publisher: Phonovisual Products, Inc. P.O. Box 5625, Friendship Station,
Washington, D.C. 20016

Da.c. 1949-58

Range: Grades 3-12

Forms: 1949 edition and 1958 edition

No. of Scores: Analysis of more than 26 error c_ egories

Suhscore Reliabilities above .90: No info-- _ion given.

Intercorreleti ns of Subscores: No information given.

Time. 15 minutes

Description: Measures phonetic weaknesses by analysts of spelling errors in list

of 17 or 20 words dictated by teacher. Error analysis can be made of begin-

ning and final consonant sounds, digraphs, 9 initial blends, and 17 vowel

sounds.

Norms: None

External Reviews in MMY 6:829: Originally a spelling test, combining a measure of
auditory discrimination and knowledge of spelling conventions. (Cannw

sure which of 2 factors is being measured in each child.) Spelling could

be learned by children lacking phonic skills, and test,is therefore of
doubtful validity.. Alternate forms are not equivalent. The average grade-

placement of words is 4.0 to 4.9, thus making the test too easy for some.

. Internal Review: Technically a weak test, lacking validity, reliability, and norms
data. However, it seems to cover the most improtant elements of phonics.
The lack of norms assumes that a perfect score is the goal and that the
types of errors indicate the areas in which remedial instruction is to be
given. Could be useful, quick device for use by the classroom Leacher,
but a reading specialist would want to follow up with a more sophisticated
test.



Title: Primary Reading Profiles

Authors: James B. Stroud, Albert N. Hieronymus, and Paul Mc

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Company, 53 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Date: 1953-68

Range: Level 1: End of grade 1; Level 2: End of grade 2

Forms: One form

No. of Scores 5 subscores and -I composite

Subscore Reliabil ties above .90: Auditory Association (.9 - 96), Wordji.ecognition
(.91-.95), and Word Attack (.86-.92) at'both levels. Reading Comprehension
(.95-.96) at Level 1 but not at Level 2 (.84 -.87).

Intercorrelation- of Subscores: Word Attack and Reading Comprehension correlate
too highly (.82) to be differentiated from each other at Level 2. Word
Recognition and Word Attack correlate too highly. at Level 1. Other sub
scores more likely to have diagnostic value.

Time: 87 minutes for Lave1,1; 79 minutes for Level 2.

Description: The score on the Aptitude for Reading subtost, a measure of Listening,
is to be compared with the Reading Comprehension score. If the seoresdiverge
indicating actual reading ability is lower than expected reading ability, the
remaining scores (Auditory Association, Word Recognition, and Word Attack)
are inspected for possible clues of difficulty. In Auditory Association, the
pupil matches word sounds to pictures. In Word Recognition, he matches
printed word to the word read aloud by the teacher. In Word Attack, the
pupil chooses a word omitted in a paragraph, using context and audii-, dues.

Norms; Percentile ranks. Level 1 norms are based on 1,067 pupils from 53 schools in
21 states; Level L. norms are based on 1,056 pupils from 28 schools in 18
states, tested in May, 1956.

External Reviews in MMY 5:665; Aptitude for Reading subtext, says one reviowc r, is

not valid as an aptitude measure because its correlations with the rest of
the battery and with a readiness test are low, and its reliability is also
low (.61-.77). Other reviewer likes the inclusion of the Aptitude subtest
and praises the entire battery. Tests 2-5 have good content validity.

Internal Review: Reliabiltiies of most subscores are encouraging, although the in-
tercorrelation of Word Attack with other skills is discouraging. Perhaps
the best differentiation of skills can be made between Auditory Association
and the two word score', taken together (Recognition and Attack). This test
may, thereforo, be used diagnostically to indicate'whothcr difficulties
lie in the auditory Pr written domain. Additional diagnosis may be needed
to point up !:pocific phonic disabilities.



Title ; Reading Skills Diagnostic Test

Author : Richard H. Bloomer

Publisher: hrador Publications, Inc., Livonia, New York 14467

Date; 1967

Rnnge: Grades 2-8

Forms: One form

No of ores: 9 subscores

Subsc- e Reliabilities above-90: Phonetic Words (.91) and Inconsistent
Words (.927

Intercorrelations of Subscores : No information given.

Time Untimed

Description: An individually administered test, using a test booklet and
set of flash cards, it measures letter identification, letter-

sound identification, phonetic sounds, phonetically consistent'
words, phonetically inconsistent words, consistent phrases,
sistent phrases, letters in context, and words in context. Each

successive skill tested is assumed to be dependent upon mastery
of the preceding skills. As a result, the test is not administered
in entirety and remediation of errors is recommended before admin-
isteH.ng later parts of the test. Some responses arse made orally
and some in writing.

Norms: Reading grade level norms for Letters in Context (grades 2.0 to 6.0)
and for Words in Context (grades 4 to 8) . No norms for other sub-
tests.

rite

rnal Review: None

nal Review; The subtest reliabilities are spuriously high because

they are based on a total grades 1 to 6 sample Instead of on a

sample with a more restricted range. The manual includes specific
lessons and games for teaching linguistic remedial reading The
lack of norms except for the final two parts implies that perfec-
tion is the.goal.



Title: ell-Chall Auditory Blending Test

Authors: Florence G. Roswell and Jeanne S. Chall

Publisher; Essay Press, P.O. Box 5, Planetarium Station, New York, N.Y. 10024

Date: 1963

Range: Grades 1-4

Forms: one form

No. cif Scores: 1 total score

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: Total score, .86-.94

Time: About 5 minutes

Description: An individual, orally administered test designed to measure the
ability to blend sounds into whole words, with the purpose of judging
whether the pupil will haVe ease or difficulty in later phonics in-
struction. The teacher presents the sounds of each word slowly, and
the child responds orally by telling what the word is.

Norma: Ratings of "inferior" or "adequate" are assigned to raw scores f
pupils in grades 1-5. The cutting score at each grade level was
determined by testing 62 New York City Negroes in grade 1, retested
again in grades 294, and 25 severely disabled renders in grades 3-5.

External Reviews in MMY 6:830: The dichotomy of rating appears inadequate
and is based on nonrepresentative samples of children. Interpre-
tation should.be in terms of prediction of success in phonics in-
struction, since this is the stated purpose. The test has almost
none of the characteristics of good test construction and validation.

Internal Review: The usefulness of a test which yields so little information
for planning instruction seems doubtful.
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Title: Roswell-Chall Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Analysis Skills

Authors: Florence G. Roswell and Jeanne S. Chall

Publisher; Essay Press, P.O. Box 5, Planetarium Station, New Yor- N.Y. 10024

Date; 1956-59

Range: Grades -6

Forms: 1 and

No. of Scores. 6 subscores

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: Short Vowel Sounds (.99), Vowel
COmbinations (.93)0

lntercorrelations of Subscores: No information given.

Time: About 5 minutes

Description: An individual test to which the pupil responds orally. He
is required to sound single consonants, consonant combinations,
short vowels given in isolation and in one syllable words, words
with silent e, vowel combinations, and words of more than one
syllable. The last subscore is called syllabication, although
the pupil does not need to isolate each syllable.

Norms: None. A "few errors within a subtest" indicate need for instruction.
If "more than half the items on cny subtest" are missed, the child
has a "special deficiency in thiE area" or "has not received
instruction" and needs it.

External Reviews in. MMY 6:831 and MY 5:660: A child may pronounce words
correctly because of a large sigtt vocabulary or word attack
skills other than knowledge of sounds.' The only-way to check
functional use of word attack skills is to confront the child with
unknown or nonsense words. Reliability and validity data are not in
the manual but are available from the pUblisher on request. The
test is of limited use as a measure of word recognition skills
because interpretative data are missing. Test does not give adequate
coverage-of some common blends and fails to measure ability to
apply knowledge of isolated vowe:. sounds in unfamiliar contexts.
Some sounds are tested in words .ikely to be in the childiS sight
vocabulary. Test appears to measure certain phonetic elements
rather than skills in word analysis as the title implies.

Internal Review: Easy to administer, but the interpretation of scores is
left up to the teacher, with only subjective guidelines offered- by
the publisher. Since the reliability data reported are based on a
heterogeneous group (ranging from grade 1 to 8), the coefficients
are inflated. Reliability within a single grade would be much
lower.
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Title: Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests: The Developmental Reading Tests

Authors: Guy L. Bond, Theodore Clymer, and Cyril J. Hoyt

Publisher: Lyons & Carnahan, 407 East 25th Street, Chicago, 111. 60616

Date: 1955

Range; Grades 3-5 or 3-8

Forms: D-A (One form)

No. of Scores: 15 subscores and 5 composite subscores

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: Recognition Pattern No. Right composite
score (.97) , Visual Analysis composite score (.94), Locating
Elements (.95), Phonetic Knowledge composite score (.95).

inter correlations of Subscores: No information given.

Time: 90 minutes

Description: A group test of silent reading skills, consisting of 11 sub-
tests. From the Word Recognition section (Recognition of Words
in isolation and in Context, Recognition of Reversible Words in
Context) 6 Recognition Pattern scores (Total Right, Total Errors,
Total Omitted, Words in isolation, Words in Context, and Orien-
tation) and 4 Error-Analysis tcores (Initial, Middle, Ending, and
Orientation Errors) are derived. From the Recognition Techniques
section 4 Visual Analysis scores (Locating Element, SyllaSicatien,
Locating Root Word, and Visual Analysis composite) and 5 Phonetic
Knowledge scores (Word Elements, Beginning Sounds, Rhyming Sounds,
Letter Sounds, and Phonetic Knowledge composite) are obtained.
The remaining subtest, Word Synthesis, yields the 20th score.
Scoring keys are provided for classifying the type of error
(beginning, middle, etc.) which occurs in the first two Word Recog-
nition Tests. The Developmental Reading Tests series also includes
survey tests, suitable for grades 1 ..6, which emphasize comprehension.

Norms: Grade-equivalents ranging from 1.5 to 6.0, described as tentative,
were based on results of "all the children in a typical Midwestern
community with a population of approximately 20,000 and ... other
groups from (2) other representative communities."

Eternal Reviews in MY 6:832: Test 4 and 6 items could have several
correct answers.' One reviewer finds scoring keys awkward to use,
while another reviewer finds them easy to use. Good to excellent
for appraising word recognition and word attack skills, the tests
do not'm,asure comprehension. Subtest reliabilities high enough
fur inuividual diagnoSis.

Internal Review: Subtest r.liabilities are not high enough for individual
diagnosis, with 4 exceptions. Tentative norms group is not
adequately described in terms of grade levels, size, and other



Silent Reading Diagnostic Tess.
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The Developmental Reading Tests cunt'd)

factors. With reliability data based on fifth graders for
one subtest and on third graders for all other subtests, one
wonders whether only the more satisfactory data have been
presented. The reliability of subscore differences Is dis-
cussed in terms of "Lines of Importance" which mark off a
central portion on the profile to introduce some caution into
score interpretation. The Manual and profile suggest remedial
instruction only_if reading results are "appreciably below"
mental grade, thus taking each individual's intelligence level
into account.
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Title; Standard Reading Inventory

klthor. Hubert A. McCracken

Publisher; Pioneer Printing C)mpany, 306-8 Flora, Bellingham, 'ash ,98225

Date; 1966

Range: Pre-primer through seva_ h reader levels

Forms: A and 8

No. of Scores' 4 reading leveA and 8 achievement area scores

Subscore Reli.abilities above .30: Reliabilities rani;e from .68 to .99,with only 4 the 12 scores below a reliabi:Aty of .90.

Intercorrelations of Subscores. No Information given.

Time: Untimed

Description: An individually administered test, measuring independent,
maximum instructional, minimum instructional, and frustration
reading levels. Each Form has 11 stories of graded difficulty
for aril reading, 8 stories for silent reading and 11 word lists
(presented with a hand tachistoscope) for measuring word pro-
nouncing ability in isolation. An independent reading level is
established by use of the word lists. Then the child begins with
an oral story at his estimated level and proceeds to more diffi-
cult oral and silent stories until his frustration Level is reached.
Oral reading and word recognition errors, time, and comprehension
and silent reading Um?, and comprehension are evaluated along the
way. There is an optional

listening comprehension test for mea-
suring potential level, and a checklist of reading habits.

Norms: Reading grade level standards for independent, instructional and
frustration levels. The vocabulary, word recognition errors, speed,
and comprehension achievement areas are similarly rated.

External Review: None

Internal Review: The high subtest reliabilities reported are misleading
in view of the fact that they are based on a total grades 1 to 6
sample instead of, a more restricted range. Scoring or oral word
recognition errors seems complicated. Comprehension quitions arenot completely standardized. Since the main purpose is to place
children within their appropriate Instructional level and to mea-
sure speed and comprehension,

the test appears more like a survey
Lest than 4 diagnobtic test. Word recognition errors are rated
An n 8)01=41 way rather than broken down into diagnostic categories.
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Tit e: Stanford Diagnost iE.. Reading Test

AUL urS" Richard Madden, and Eric F. Gardner

Publisher: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 757 Third Avenua, New York, N. 100!,7

Date; 1966

Range: Level 1; Grades 2.5-4.5; Level II; Grades 445-8.5

Forms: W and X

No. of scores: 7 subscorer for Level I; 7 subscores and' 1 composite sib,,-ore
for Level 11,

Sabscore Reliabilities above _ Reading Comprehension at both levels
(.87-.95), Auditory Discrimination at Level I (.94-.96), Beginning
and Ending Sounds (-67-.92) at Level 1, Blending at both levels
(.94-.97), Sound D!sccrimination at both levels (.91-494).

Inter relationo of ubscorqs: Blending a.-rd Beginning and Ending Sounds
subtexts of Level I are too highly correlated (in ;80's) to have
diagnostic value. Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension are too
highly cOrtelated in Level 11. Other subscores are moderately
correlated and therefore independent of each other, affording
diagnostic usefulness. Rate of Reading in Level II is the most
independent measure.

Time: 137 minutes for Level I and 91 minutes for Level II.

Description: A group test with subtexts of Reading Comprehension, Vocabul,

Syllabieatiai, Sound Discrimination, and Blending at both levels.
Additional subtestn at Level I include Auditory Discrimination and
Beginning and Ending Sounds. ,Level 11 provides a breakdown of
Reading Comprehension into Literal-and Inferential Comprehension
and includes a Rate of Reading subtext. Vocabulary, Auditory Dis-
crimination, and Level I Blending are administered orally. Pupils
are required to relate sounds and pictures to written words and
syllables, correctly spelled.

N Stanines, scaled scores, and percentile ranks. Norms for Form X ar,,
based on samples of 100 which were drawn randomly from each grade
from a total tested population of 12,000 pupils, the entire enroll-
ment in six school systems, grades 2-8, tested in October 1965.
The sample was drawn to be representative of all reading abilit
levels, as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test: Reading.
Form W norms were derived by equi-percentila equating.

External Review: None.



Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test cont'd)

Int rnal Review: Carefully constructed and standardized. Vocabulary,
Syllabication, and Rate of Reading subscores lack sufficient reli-
ability for indiilidual diagnosis. Blending may be measuring
spelling rather than blending of spoken sounds (Level I) or
blending of written sounds (Level II); for example, "mb" is keyed
as the correct ending sound for the word "lamb". Authors state
that the subtests are more reliable at the lower levels of per-
formance where reliability is most needed. Reading Comprehension,
a sentence completion excercise, is similar to:other tests which
measure effectiveness of expression. The subtests which are most
reliable and free of faults are Auditory Discrimination and'
Sound Discrimination.
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Title: Test of _ndivideat in Reading, Sixth Edition

Author: Hap Gilliland

Publisher: Montana Reading Clinic Publications, Eastern Monti__ Cull
517 Rimrock. Road, Wllings, Montana 59102

Date: 1961-66

Range: Grade-

Form: One form

No. of Scores 19

Subsc- e Reliabiltt

Intercorrelation ; of

Time: About 40-50 w
about 15-20 f.

.111otal

mative given

:,ermettve given

!lent reading, 5-10 for oral reading,

Description: The Liu, entitled "John Bidwell and
the Trail to t: 't tsist:.ng of graded passages (primer
to grade 7 one. 1;ell u connected story, interspersed
with comprehe to be individually administered as
an oral test c :ced ns a silent reading test. The
independent re Ht_le:mined when the student reaches
a passage where ht. ,J,1,; err)rs per 100 words orally read.
This section yields up t, 3 score; (oral or silent reading level,
comprehension, and rate). A separate word analysis section, ad-
ministered individt, .4.t1 oral responses, yields 16 subscores
and a subtotal (use ai context, words beginning alike, beginning
consonants, ending convonentf), colsonant substitution, speech con-
sonants, consonant blelAs, reversals, long and short vowels, vowel
blends, blending letter ;,;o.inds, prefixes, suffixes, compound words,
recognizing syllables, syllatbicatlon, and word analysis subtotal).

Norms: Grade levels based on reading fornulas, texts, and sample of 2500
children attending the reading clinic (700 at remedial levels), and
equatingto two standaroized test s.

External Review: None

Internal Review: No reliability information is given. The directions
administering and scoring are somewhat difficult to understand.



le: Appraisal of Reading Versatility

Authors: Arthur S. McDonald, Sister Mary Alodia, George Zimny, Stanford E.
Taylor, and-James Byrne

Publisher: Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc., 284 Pulaski Road,
Huntington, L. I., New York 11744

Date: 1960-62

Range: Basic: Grades 6-10; Advanced: Grades 11-16 and adult_;

Basic: AA and BB; Advanced: CC and DD

No. of Scores: Basil. 7 subscoes; Advanced: 6 subs

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: No information given.

Intercorrelations of Subscores: No information given,

Time: 15-30 minutes.

Description: Non-secure forms of the Paper and Pencil Editions of the
Reading Versatility Test (q.v.), available to non-professionals
and designed for self-administration. Measures reading flexi-_
bility by comparing a pupil's rates of reading under different
sets of instructions. Refer to description of the Reading
Versatility Test for further information.

No uns, See Reading Versatility Test

External Review: None

Internal Review: See Reading Versatility Test



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE Copy

WS

le: Developmental Reading Tests: Intermediate Level

Authors: Guy L. Bond, Theoen

Publisher Lyons 8, Carnahan,

Date: 1955-65

Range:. Grades 4 -h

Forms: A and B

No. of Scores: 5 su!),

Subscore Reit hilltiv ra

Inter orrellons of

Time: mintarF

Description: A grou

vocabulary and
survey tests. T,

reading to ret

evaluate-inte7.--
sion. Thus, th'
skills.

Norms: Grade-equivalents

Aym and Cyril 3. Hoyt

107 East 25th St-. Chicago, Ill. 60616

Fry 1'vels for grades 1 to 3 measure
mpre'lension and may be considered

level measures basic vocabulary,
reading to organize, reading to
apveciate, and average comprehen-
1,4ve. appears to measure work-study

External Reviews in KMY6:787: Two reviewer3 give mostly negative commentsfor all levels of the tsts. At the time there was no teacher'smanual or information on nonniag, or validity. (Therenow is a manual for the Lower and Upper Primary Tests, supplyingsome of the nissing information). The Intermediate level subtestsare too short for satisfactory
rel:ability, except the Reading toOrganize part. The Intermediate forms are not of equivalent diffi-culty, with Form A easier than B. Chance scores may convert to

grade-equivalents too high. Attractive format, easy to administerand score.

interne Review: The manual for the Intermediate level still seems tomain unavailable. Consequently there is no way to judge the tech-
nical characteristics of the test.



WS

Title: Diagnostic Examination of Silent Reading Abilities

Au hors: August Dvorak & M. J. Van Wagenen

Publisher: Van Wagenen Psycho-Educational Laboratories, 1729 Irving
Avenue. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55411

Date: 1939-54

Range: Grades 4-6, 10-13

Form: One form

No. of Scores: 11 subscores and 1 subtotal

Subscore Keliabiliries above .90: None at highest. level

Intorcorrelatio of subscores: to above .90

Time: About 105-180 minutes

Description: The test consists of 4 parts: t 1, Rate of Comp-
rehension; -. Part 2, measuring 4 areas (perception of relations,
vocabulary in context, vocabulary in isolation, and information),
(3) Part 3, measuring 5 areas (central thought, single details,
related ideas, inferences, and interpretation) and a subtotal;
(4) Reading for Ideas,-yielding a rate of reading score.

Norms:

External Revie.ws in MMY3: 48C: There are signs of ,:areless constructionand keying of some items (more than one correct choice). An out-
side study of intercorrelations, corrected for attenLualion, re-
ported a range from .75 to above .90, indicating lack of uniqueness
for more than half the subscores. Useful as measure of reading
level and Speed, but of little diagnostic use because of low relia-
biIities and high intercorrelations. Easy to score.

Internal Review: Above information is incomplete, because a specimen set
has not been examined.



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Title: 10wa Silent Readirn, 1 cition

Authors: Harr,' A. Greene, A. N. Joreonsfm, and Victor H. K!

Publisher: Harcourt, Pirae, Worle, /),7 Third Avenue, New York, 1001/

Date: 1941

Range: Elementary: G,

Folios: AN (R,.v1::f.(I ), W

Ni'. of, Scotwz: H subsco o:
tor Advancod.

Grades 9-11

md DM

,o Momentary; 9 suhscotes and total

Sul Reliabilitfes H .. . H I. ;;radc 4, Alphabetizing in grades
6, 7 and M. L. , ,i_ tpeO :.-ile:cores reaches a satisfactory
level.

I itterc rrc:I.JLLIOJiS of Silo-. f!, trig has lowest_ ctirrelat.:,,:-1 h

other lmenta ci 'Aierefore the moL
mcasut,.; how, ,hoos; 1iLL10 to the total test LiI
Most oE romni,einp, i)tt at the Elementary level are
sulliciently Ai -0 II diate level, all intcorrelations
ore low, with the R;t1., mosL independent of other measures.

lime: 49 minutes' 1..',-montary; u intermediate.

Description: A grond test def;iyined to measure silent rewting proficiency
ot the wort.-study lyp-. The rfemitntary and Advar.u! .

nnh:or,..s on Iv1;t7,, Direct,:d Reauing, 1-!

Meaning, "!!fragraph. 1:(mgo-eii,asion, and Sent.ence Meaning. -1 the
Elomentar,; Level adlitio,ntl ';cores include Location (Jf InformaLion:
Alpnahnl ii 11I; and of Ind-!x. At Lhe Advanced 1(2v(.1 additional
scores include Poetry Co.,ore:iens on, of Index, and Snif2cLion
(d Kny W(irds,

Norms: SLandard scorc, percentiles, grad-equivalents, and
based on pupils from area,, "widely distributed geographically"
tested in Nn hul'catiun of siz,, or other cvirir1i ,? Cs
of the nor group.

External Review in .(4,1Y 6:794: Ther- h.e; 'run flo. revision of the test since
194f except for supplementary directions'for separate answer sheets,
Some of the cmftent is outdated. The norms group I. ld and not
Adequately described. Nuf_ recommended.

internal Review: ReaCing Rate in Al.lhabetizing are the on 1:: '-CO

satisfactory relia5iiLLy. Xore scores should be reliable to
warrant the t_17-;c . of the outdatedness of the norms en,=i
some items also makes the st of minimum usefulness as a wor;:-
study test.



Title: Nelson Silent Reading Test

Autho

Publiher: iir ughton Mifflin Company, 53 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y.

Date: 1931

Range: Grades 3-9

Forms: A, 8, and C

No. of Scores: 4 subscores and total

Subsc_ _ Reliabilities above .90: No information given on subscores.
Total scorh reliability (.87-.93) reaches acceptable level.

Intercorrelations of Subscores: No information given,

Time: 30 minutes

J. Nelson

-51-

Description: A group test consisting of vocabulary and paragraph compre-hennion items. From the paragraph section, three subscores areobtained: General Significance, Note Details, and Predict Outcome.

Norms. Age-equivalents And grade-equivalents, based on results from 41,000
pupils "from various parts of the United States". No further
description of the ncrming group is provided.

External Reviews in MMY 4:545: Outdated manual. No statistical validation
that test can be usec diagnostically.

Internal Review: Grade 3 and 4 median scores are chance scores, indicating
that the test is too difficult at these grade levels. Since no
information is given on subscore reliability and the norms are
so old, the test is also not recowmended for grades 5-9.



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

TiLic: Pupil Progress Scr it;' :- Jr '0..adIng,

Authors: Oliver U. Andurhatrer- 4, s,ophen Gnwkoski, nc4 .1

Publisher: Scholastic ToStiOg co ii':, /180
111. 00L0(i

Date: 1956-65

Range: Primary I; end a g'ao, - grade 2; elity
Elementary: graden 1 h vnnced: grades 7-H

Forms: A and B

No of Sco-2es : 6 to 10 suoscoxe; and 3 subtotals

Subseure Reliabilities abovo ,90: Vocabulary subtotal (,92-,C i.

Rate subtotnt (.4')-,q15, grades 1-2 and 4-8); Reading try c l'oeusion
ibtoLal 1 75 .96, g-,-!ail--; 1-7); Knowledge and tj E

total (i82-.93, graces 79 ; Worts in Use (.84-.9!1, eo,_n ./.-Li;;

Word Meaning 1 .81-.1)4, grades 2-f & 8); Reading te
(.76-.92, gr,ides 4 6 6).

Jutercourelations ut Subscu.: 1./oelulary and Compruheusion
iotercorrelate In ,70's Ond .80'f, Indicating coni,i ibto ov c-
lap. MOSL sobs ores ace iadepencent to a salisfact.)iv

Time: 40 minutes

Description: A group test, Ail levols yield Reading Comp rehenaLn
Rate subtrtals. The ;rivy I and 11 Levels both
bulary, wh2reas the Elematary and Advanced Levels both r-
Knowledge and Us-:. a Sources subscores in Funi-tloits
Common Sources, S'ii-c.. on of Sui-;_able Sources, Use of indo4, orw
Use of Table a Ci-uo!,nt:;), Vocaaulary subscores iv:! ode U-rd
Recognition, Word to t:ontent Relation, Words in ns, and/oi Uerd
Meaning. Compreberoion subscorea, depending on the level, i:-.ulude
Recalling Information Loeaiing inn:rination, Roadit:g 1.%tc ,:cions,
and/or Word Moanng. Tuo tests Are designed to moaiaire gunori.1
reading ability in 3 ilajor areas and to supplement. this infe,:A-dLiou
with scores from the diagnostic lubtusts which emuhaix.e
to locate ;;id ly material of different tyoe s and to 1:1.1?-;
understand what Is read.

Norms: Percentiles for subscores and subtota1s.
totals only. Form A norms based on sample of 11',10
from 37 schools in 8 Western, Midwestern and Eastern stares, tested
in May, 1956, selected 7o be representative of all tydes wE 50-boel
systems. Form B norms bhsed on 12,199 pupils tested in
Adequacy of norms rechecked in 1960 and 1964.

External Review in M1Y6:e,22' ree
i
.6o 53



-Di-

External Review: (cont'd)
Tne reliability of part scores is questioned.

i. a diagnos-tic Lest, it should Include auditory or word attack skills(the reason the internal reviewer classifies it as a measureof work-study or critical reading skills). The comprehension-.Lions give undue weight to factual details at the primaryarid elementary levels.

Internal Review: 1965 T6+ hni Report gives clear explanation ofconstruction, reliability, validity, and norming data, andhouest)y points out cautions to be observed in test interpre-tation. The reliabilities for the speeded tests (Rate, Pri-mary I and Advanced. Locating Information, 5 tests in the Ele-
mentary level, and 3 in the Advanced level) are inflated. Noneof the Knowledge and Use of Sources subscores and very few ofthe other sobscores are reliable enough for differential diag-nosis of individual pupils. Form B has inure ceiling than FormA. Alternate forms show considerable differences in their re-liability. Since tae test is so short and the subscores sounreliable, it would be better to consider, this test for sur-vey purposes than for pinpointing the nature of strengths andweaknesses.



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

TiLiu: Reader Rater

Author and Publisher: better Reading Program, Inc., 230
Chicago, 111. 60611

Date: 1965

Range: Age 15 and over

Forms: Boot( 1 o

No. of Scoros:

Subscoro ReLiabili. A!,, tr.iurmatiori given.

Intercorrolatious

Timu:

o intormation given.

Description A seit-ominiso,..red survey, developed as part (xt
Reading :_ooits 1 And 2 are intenuod, respectiw ore.
and post-!,:ests Ear Lie Trogram. Yields scores on Sp-,
honsion, Reading MaLC:,:,, Reading for Main idea, Roadi!,
Details, jOadln roc :.'olati._!d Ideas, Reading for inference
Summar1:41ng, Slc !Wean, Unspeeded Vocabulary, Sunod,:d
Vocabulary, awl Answers are pin-punched in a
Scoring Profije, t:otorouansion and Recall depend on welt,;e1v-
ehoIce cpc.nitlon.1 1--11'lag to a passage. Speed is (i
words per minute. Speed rating and scores for other sobtsts
are changed to prcenaes, which in turn ar,.. rated in 6
categories ,t rain poor superior.

Norms: 6 qualitaticatogorie3 ranging from poor to superior, Me' do6eription
of normIng populatiel which such categories were deriec,

External Review: None

internal Review : Norms ss,112Iu is not described. The same p,f.centne
convert to the same rating in Book 2 ( the post-test) as in Book 1

the pre-test), althoigh it might be wise to have "stiffer" a-rms
for Rook 2, !lased on students who have pursued the progenne TI,it

Raters are available separately and would be useful in c11.1%
that have not pursued the program. The scl-admirliir:
feature makes the test attractive for older pupils, Ti.=:arh,:_;

I ind the profiled results helpful for planning instructiu,: ln
study reading skills.



Title: The Reading Eve

Authors: Stanford E. Taylor and Helen Frackenpohl

Publisher: Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc., 284 Pulaski Road,
Huntington, L. 1., New York 11744

Date: 1959-60

Range: 8 levels: Grades 1, 2, _
2

Fo ns at each of 8 levels

No. of Scores: 10 subscores

7-8, 9-16 and adults

Subscore Reliabilities above .90: Reading component scores reported to
have reliability between .83 and .93. No information given for
ether scores.

lntercorrelations of Subscores: No information given.

Time: 4 mine

pescri

Norms:

Au
+1,XComplete kit including eye-movement camera and Lest materials

costs $700. Individually administered test. Pupil reads several
test selections of graded difficulty aloud until a level which
can be read with reasonable fluency is found. A passage at this
level is then read silently and followed with 10 questions. With
an eye-movement camera, a photographic record is obtained of
oculornotor efficiency in the reading act. The record is analyse
to yield 5 Reading Component scores (fixations, regressions,
average span of recognition, average duration of fixation, and
rate with comprehension)

, 3 Ratings (grade level of fundamental
reading skill, relative efficiency, and directional attack), and
1 Diagnostic Categories (visual adjustment and general adjustment

reading).

ode-level norms for reading component scores only, given separately
for males and females, based on a nationwide 'sample of 12,000
pupils, chosen to be representative of public and nonpublic schools
o all geographic areas.

External t r:-views in RMY 6:838: Alternate forms and normative data ii,

retesting and study of progress from grade 1 through colleg
practicable. Validity of the eye-movement camera technique has
been demonstrated by correlations in the .80's and .90's between
photographic measurements and scores on standard reading tests.
Directions for use of camera and score interpretation are clearly
written fin- s_oach c use. Two reviews concur with high praise for
the mat,- and technique.

JeLOi-nll R, viw: me Manual and test materials not inspected.



Title: Reading Veiatility

Authors: Arthur S McDonald, SIVA.k 110t Aledia, Georgo i'urnid N.
Nnsoh, Stantord l rnd -oem.s Rvroo

Publisher: Educational Deve:enmi:e: Labovaterien, inc,,
Huntington, L. 1,,

Date: 1960 68

Range: Basle: (7,:ades 5-H or c= ( e riarrmediale: (irn,!fe --12:
11-16 rind -th

1 Urili RLI 1 and IS; advao',,d: I and I)

No. of Seorus: VapLr and Vuric f-dItIons: 7 subscorl.q.:;
Rending Eye Edition 29 iaibscores

Subscore Rellabilitios (,g), No information i0v,

Intercorrelations cif Subeece:

Time: 15 t.o 50 mirmii.es

Mo informat.on given,

i t,

Doscription: in the basic Pm-:l: and Pencil Editions, the,leEt mfetsure,=:
roading fl,exibllf,,:y by comparing a pupil's rates of rei,.(!_in

undue difforern: get.,,, of instowtions. In Part I Iii 11- to rc!mi
earofully in ordci: e7-..swer questions posod on a later
in Part, 2 he 18 co read a fictional story fast to uurterslanj
its main points In ev..thtr to answer questions posed later. 11-

Part J 10 is Lo scan to Nld nn answer to a questio ),.lvee in
advance. In Parts 4 And 5 be is to skim Ow previous Pas!-;
from beginninf,,, to ;ild to anauer questions givf,.n in advonce
which concern th ma :n Jeie9.s ef the passage in the An faueed
level ,skimming is re,iii,.:7ed to one part. These Lesi :/ield 2

atu of Reading, 2 Comprehension. 1 or 2 Skimming Rate,
1 Scanning Rate :-?cot-au Skimming and scannini2 raLt1 oru
paved to regular rat reading by means. 0( a,talio Li'
determine whothor Liii pupil exhi'Dlts flexibility.

The same pie-stus msy '=3:: used with the SIC'

camera in 'Lite, Reading Eye V:Jtio-1 (Basic level eniv), Tad i:
movement photogriLptm hY42 aarly7ed to lornvide fierfrOdi on
regiessions, span 0 leeognition, duration of
rate within the five ct,!poriv4s: careful reading, rapid r.od i77,
scanning, and 2 Aimmilv (,Y.urcises. Additional scores are
Relative Efficiency dnd Dioectional Attack (laft N right),

Norms: Grade level averages (grade;. B-1,2 and college) given fur N.(o,f:

score in Paper and Pt it Witions. Also given for ai2
Eye Edition subsceres, Thiblisher states Lhatstandardizatinn
Is currently under way to :efovide grade equivalents and percen
tiles.- Information is found in EDL Bulletin No. 3 (19(0) rather
than in the -manual.



t
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eviQw; None.

Internal Review: Lacks reliability data and well-defined norms. Alternateforms said to be equated, but no evidence is presented. Cleverapproach for measuring critical reading skill of flexibility.
ALLracLive format, but answer blocks for some comprehensionquesiions on left-hand page appearing on right -hand page maydifficult to handle.



FILMED FROM P-ST AVAILABLE COPY

I

Title: SRA Reading Record

Author: Guy T. Boswell

Publisher: Science Research P'' : i

Chicago, Ill, 6063i

Date: 1947-59

Range: Grades 6-12

Forms: one form

No. of Scores: 4 suhscores and total

Subscore Reliabilities above ,901 Evel.yd,9y ii!''
Other subscores do not repi+

Intercorrelations of Subscores: Rc:Jdlog flost

measure. Vocabulary ace t.i,i ce.-;-related

scores, inflecting that v)cnbw,-0% otho,
and that they cannot be ci j on itnothc!-=

correlation of the 10 subLo.sty. IL-LA=1-0j

the tests to yie)d 4 subce(',i.7,

Time: 26 minutes

Description: Subtest 1 (Rote of of words Leln

minutes) yields Reading cure ; Subtest 2 (Readinr,
hcnsi on based on quest. i_o -Acting to article in SW-Ji.
yields Comprehension sco-!: :171l,tests 4-7 (paregYaph
map-table-graph, advertir(: , and index reading) yiA-d
day Reading Skills sc:e FA7i.:s 8-10 (technical c.,-,,o),7y,
sentence meqning, and vocabulary) yield score,

Norms: Percentiles for subscovls ,,q0 grade-equivalents for Tou.,,1
Based on equl-percentilo 11,tliv with other SRA
results in grades 6, e.'J, L4, tested in the L;r1:t
Norms in intermediate gi-,,cies were obtained by
Nquating roups (310 to 331 pupils per grade) weri, Olf,0:-LsP fos
representative of natiubl population
socioeconomic status, ar,0 4,-_rL*;t-m(4.,

V,xternal Review in MM? L':Lghly

is ter Adequately measim:s vocabulary, but hr,,a(11,
as interpretation and icLe,:enee are largely negleA,e6,
comments in review are not pertinent since new miming abd ttii
-grouping of 10 sutrcests to yield 4 Rubscor,-- insc,uJ

internal Of doubtful use becnse of low rciiaII
scores except one


